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KEY IDEAS
● Pacific art isn’t one thing—there are a lot of Pacific cultures, and 

they didn’t really know each other and developed their own artistic 
traditions

● Art reflects life: most art is about what’s familiar to the people
● There are actually a lot of boats—the sea is very recurrent in Pacific 

art because most of these people live on little islands
● Australia: aboriginal hunter-gatherers with pretty animals, mostly 

paintings
● Melanesia: agricultural with permanent settlements; art is a ritual thing
● Micronesia: powerful kings build monumental cities and tombs 

(familiar?)
● Polynesia: originally one group of people, all over the place



PACIFIC REGION
This is a map of 
the Pacific Ocean, 
with island groups 
labelled.
Clearly, many 
different 
communities 
comprise “Pacific” 
art. They all have 
very different 
cultures, which 
make it hard to 
say things about 
“Pacific” art in 
general.



HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
● Pacific region is made of over 25,000 islands
● 30,000 years ago: Papuan peoples traveled across land bridge which 

connected Asia and Australia
● 4,000 years ago: Lapita (Vanuatu) peoples travel east across Pacific 

○ carry plants, animals, and pottery which show pattern of migration
● 16-18th centuries: Region explored by Europeans 
● By 19th century: Dumont d’Urville divides region in micro (tiny), poly 

(many), and mela (black) nesia (island)
○ these three regions established by 900 C.E. 

● Art serves to remind people of heritage and culture



PATRONAGE AND ARTISTS
● Sadly, we don’t know all that much about Pacific art because Europeans 

had this tendency to distribute smallpox and also kill people
● Micronesia: at Nan Madol, there are huge stone city and mortuary complex 

commissioned by powerful kings
● Polynesian society has more social stratification and commissioned art that 

we know about than the rest of the Pacific
● Art indicates rank and status—passed down as heirlooms, show person’s 

rank
○ FEATHER CLOAKS super-labor-intensive to make

● Men and women have clearly defined roles: men cut wood, women sew, 
weave, and make pottery
○ women often not allowed in meeting spaces, called TAMBERAN



MIMIS AND KANGAROO
● Prehistoric: 18000-7000 BCE
● Oenpelli, Arnhem land, Australia
● Rock art: red and yellow ocher, 

white pipe clay
● X-ray style: shows bones and 

internal organs, including spinal 
column, heart, stomach, over 
silhouette—prevalent in 19th 
century, it survived something 
like over nine thousand years

● Mimis: ancestral spirits (skinny 
stick-like figures in back)

● Kangaroo fully drawn, 
symmetrical ears



FRAGMENTS OF A LARGE LAPITA JAR

● Fragments of a large Lapita Jar, 
Venumbo Reed, Santa Cruz Island, 
Solomon Islands, Melanesia, c. 

● 1200-1100 BCE, clay, height of a 
human face, approx 1 ½”

● Bands of incised and stamped patterns: 
dots, lines, and hatching-heightened 
white lime

● Depicts one of earliest representations 
of humans from Oceanic art: displays a 
face

● Usually art was geometric with few 
figurative aspects



MOAI FIGURES
● c. 1000-1500 CE (restored 1978 with  red 

topknots and white coral eyes with stone 
pupils)

○ big eyes and pupils, pointed nose 
and chin, and small mouth/lips

● Ahu Nau Nau, Easter Island, Polynesia
● Volcanic stone (tufa)
● Really tall: average about 36 ft. (11 m)
● Carved in quarries—nearly 100 found 

unfinished; one was nearly 70 ft.
● Stopped around 1500 because warfare—

overpopulation, apparently
● Then Peruvians came bearing smallpox 

and tuberculosis
● About 1000 such figures found



TE-HAU-KI-TURANGA
● Interior of a Maori meetinghouse
● 1842-3; restored 1935
● Wood, shell, grass, flax, “pigments”
● Symbolic embodiment of ancestral spirit

○ entering meetinghouse=entering 
ancestor’s body: rafters=ribs, central 
beams=spine, barge boards=arms

● Used European metal tools but traditional 
technique of carving with stone tools

● Structures represents sky father
● Center relief sculptures of ancestors
● Women not allowed inside, so wove panels 

from outside 
● Originally in Manutuke Poverty Bay
● Now in Museum of New Zealand Te Papa 

Tongarewa, Wellington
● Remind you of anything...?



TE-HAU-KI-TURANGA
Compare to Borgund Stave Church (Norway)



Comparisons/Differences
TE-HAU-KI-TURANGA

● also a spiritual building
● has similar X shape due to criss-crossing 

beams
● is heavily decorated inside, unlike the 

Church
● open interior (excluding center supports)

○ not fragmented like Church with rows 
and apses, etc

● however, both have large free-standing 
posts

Borgund Stave Church (Norway)
● triple nave stave
● built sometime between 1180 and 1250 AD
● walls are formed by vertical wooden 

boards
● four corner posts were connected to one 

another by ground sills, resting on a stone 
foundation

●  built on a basilica plan, with reduced side 
aisles, with an added chancel and apse

● ceiling is held up with "scissor beams" or 
two steeply angled supports crossing each 
other to form an X shape with a narrow top 
span and a broader bottom span

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Ground_sill&action=edit&redlink=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Foundation_(engineering)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Foundation_(engineering)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Basilica
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chancel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apse
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Scissor_beam&action=edit&redlink=1


FEATHER CLOAK/KEARNY CLOAK
● Hawaii, c. 1843
● Red, yellow, and black feathers, olona 

cordage, netting
● 143 cm, so about as wide as a person is tall
● Presented to George Vancouver for King 

George III by Hawaiian King Kamehameha
● Visual representation of hierarchy, social 

order: cloaks symbol of wealth and power
● Red: high status and rank
● Yellow: rare, expensive, shows economic 

power
● Very costly in material: somewhere between 

50,000-500,000 feathers are needed to 
make a feather cloak

● Very labor-intensive to make by hand, 
because all those feathers have to be 
assembled



TAMBERAN HOUSE
● EXTERIOR OF KORAMBO (HAUS TAMBARAN)
● Kinbangwa village, Sepik River, Papua New 

Guinea.
● Traditional type of ancestral worship home in East 

Sepik region of Papua New Guinea
● Built about 1961; red, ocher, white, black 
● Triangular floor plan
● Faces of male spirits and of main god Nggwal

○ Ngwalndu are large, flat painted faces
● Tall and elaborated front entrance with poles 

sloping down the back of the building-supporting 
the roof

● Also sometimes used as meeting places or as site 
of rituals: usually male dominated 

● Painting considered very spiritual for Sepik 
people: take it very seriously



NAN MADOL
An ancient ruin in 
Micronesia. The capital 
of the Saudeleur 
dynasty until about 
1628

There’s actually no fresh water or 
food easily available at Nan 
Madol, which makes it even more 
impressive



Cultural areas:
● Australia—”southern” (because it’s in the south, apparently) joined with Tasmania, New Guinea 

during last Ice Age; has enough space for significant agriculture
● Melanesia—”black islands” (because the people were dark-skinned—like, you know, normal 

people) about New Guinea through Fiji and New Caledonia
● Micronesia—”small islands” (because it’s a series of small islands) north of Melanesia, a region 

with a bunch of small islands
● Polynesia—”many islands” (because there are lots of islands), a large, triangular region between 

New Zealand in the south, Easter Island (which totally isn’t named for being in the east—a 
Dutchman saw it on Easter the first time) in the east, and Hawaii in the north

○ 7.7 million sq. miles, less than 130 sq. miles is dry land
Note that, unlike, say European art, where everyone’s connected and has a common basis of culture 
with regional variations, so for a thousand years we can say it’s mostly mildly different takes on 
Jesuses and Maries and saints, the Pacific is, like, fifty-four and a half distinct cultures on their own 
little islands, mostly only meeting each other once every few hundred years.

GLOSSARY



GLOSSARY
● Dreamtime—Australian aboriginal concept of 

the period before humans existed; flat world, 
but spirit beings shaped it

● X-ray style—includes bones, internal organs, 
over silhouetted form

● Tamberan—something (a structure, a piece, 
a ritual) the uninitiated aren’t allowed to see



GLOSSARY
● Moai—Polynesian giant rock people
● Ocher—earthy red or yellow due to 

embedded iron impurities
● Ngwalndu—large, flat painted faces


